
Global Objectives 

At the conclusion of this activity, explain what the physician learner will change in terms of competence, performance, or patient 
outcomes.  These are your objectives and should focus on what the learners will be able to do as a result of this CME training.  
Use action words like those shown in the chart at bottom of page.  Do NOT use “To understand…” or “To know…”. 

Knowledge:  How will this activity improve knowledge? 

Competence:  How will this activity improve the learner’s competence (ability to apply the knowledge)? 

Performance:  How will this activity improve the learner’s performance (their ability to incorporate the knowledge and 
competence into their practice)? 

Patient Outcomes:  What is the expected outcome for the learner’s patients with the improved knowledge, competence and 
performance of the learner as a result of this educational activity? 

adjust build contrast describe estimate implement manipulate plan reconstruct suggest 

analyze categorize convert design evaluate indicate match position reduce tabulate 

apply choose convey designate explain infer measure predict relate translate 

appraise classify correct develop extrapolate install modify prepare remove underline 

arrange compare create diagnose formulate integrate multiply present revise verbalize 

articulate complete deduce diagram generate Interpret name prioritize select verify 

assemble compose defend differentiate grasp label operate produce sketch weave 

assess compute define discriminate hypothesize locate order pronounce solve weigh 

attend conduct demonstrate distinguish identify make organize recognize specify write 

bisect construct derive employ illustrate manage outline recommend state 

Source Document: Type or copy the URL/Web Address for article(s) or document(s) that prove the need for CME on this 
topic/presentation.  If you turned in a hard copy of an article, please indicate that below. 
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